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Cash no longer king to borrow US equities 

Friday, October 27th, 2017 

Dramatic shifts in the demand to borrow US equities – the 
most traded asset in the global lending market – have caused 

an increasingly large portion of lendable inventory to remain 
unused 

 The share of non-cash loans in US Equities has quadrupled in five years 

 Cash-only lenders utilization rates less than a fifth of their non-cash peers 

 Overseas-domiciled lenders step in to meet demand from non-cash borrowers 

 

This article was featured in the 3rd edition of the IHS Markit Securities Finance 

Quarterly Review. Click here if you want to access the full 24 page report. 

In the past, beneficial owners typically lent out US equities against cash collateral, 

but this trend started to lose favor to non-cash collateralized trades in recent years. 

Non-cash collateralized trades accounted for less than 10% of the volume of US 

equities transactions back in 2012, but their market share has now surged to 40% of 

the aggregate volume. This shift in collateral preferences is even starker in absolute 

dollar terms: non-cash balances have jumped more than sevenfold to $140bn since 

2012, and cash collateralized trades have stagnated at the $200bn mark. 
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Much of the shift towards non-cash collateral can be directly linked to the 

implementation of post-crisis regulations that aimed to reduce bank/broker-dealer 

funding and liquidity risks; in reality, the new rules forced them to drastically adjust 

operating practices. Chief among those regulations is the Net Stable Funding Ratio 

(NSFR), which gauges the health of a bank’s assets against the liabilities used to 

fund its activities. Although NSFR – which is slated to go live in January 2018 – 

doesn’t implicitly dictate bank collateral  practices, it creates a regulatory mismatch 

between the treatment of cash and non-cash collateral in securities lending 

transactions, making non-cash borrowing far more attractive for banks. 

If lenders were free to accept non-cash collateral on equal terms, NSFR wouldn’t 

lead to a dramatic shift in the US securities lending industry; however, the 

regulatory burdens placed on many US-domiciled lenders will cause a large portion 

of the US equity inventory to be less appealing to potential borrowers. This lack of 

appeal will be exemplified by diverging utilization paths between funds which can 

accept non-cash collateral and those that can’t. According to the IHS Markit  

benchmarking analysis, in the last three years, the utilization rate of $3.5 trillion in 

US equities held by funds that can only accept cash collateral has shrunk by a 

quarter to a very meager 1.5%. Funds that can lend either all or part of their US 

equities against non-cash collateral have proven much more popular with borrowers 

–  these funds now see utilization rates of 7.7%, or five times that of their cash-only 

peers. 

Although regulation has made cash-only lenders much less attractive to borrowers, 

borrowers still turn to them for high value intrinsic lending. This has enabled cash-

only lenders to charge fees nearly three times higher than their less constrained 

peers. Intrinsic lending isn’t enough to overcome their regulatory handicap, 

however, and the average return for cash-only US domiciled lenders has been less 

than half of those accepting non-cash collateral. 

To rub salt on the wound for cash-only lenders, the returns made from reinvesting 

cash balances have remained anemic – despite the Fed’s recent interest rate hikes. 

In fact, the average reinvestment returns on cash balances over the first three 

quarters of the year (26bps) have been more than a tenth lower than the 29.4bps 

achieved over the same period last year. Astonishingly, these returns are even less 

than the 27.7bps of cash average cash reinvestment return earned in the opening 

three quarters of 2015, which predated the Fed’s interest rate hike. 

Beneficial owners domiciled outside the US are far more likely to accept non-cash 

collateral, and have been large beneficiaries of the shift towards non-cash. These 

lenders have seen their US equity book of business grow from $60bn to $102bn over 

the last three years. This has enabled them to eclipse US domiciled lenders in 

utilization terms, and these funds now see twice the proportion of their assets out on 

loan versus their US peers. That is a staggering reversal of fortunes considering both 

sets of lenders used to achieve roughly similar utilization levels for US equities three 

years ago. 
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Although the sands of securities lending are always shifting, the pace and severity at 

which US cash trading fell out of favor speaks volumes about the lengths to which 

borrower behavior has changed over the last few years. And it also demonstrates 

how not catching the right regulatory trend can nearly wipe out the returns derived 

from securities lending. 
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Disclaimer 

The intellectual property rights to this report provided herein is owned by Markit 

Group limited. Any unauthorised use, including but not limited to copying, 

distributing, transmitting or otherwise of any data appearing is not permitted without 

Markit’s prior consent. Markit shall not have any liability, duty or obligation for or 

relating to the content or information (“data”) contained herein, any errors, 

inaccuracies, omission or delays in the data, or for any actions taken in reliance 

thereon. In no event shall Markit be liable for any special, incidental, consequential 

damages, arising out of the use of the data. Markit is a trademark owned by the 

Markit group. 

 

This report does not constitute nor shall it be construed as an offer by Markit to buy 

or sell any particular security, financial instrument or financial service. The analysis 

provided in this report is of a general and impersonal nature. This report shall not be 

construed as providing investment advice that is adapted to or appropriate for any 

particular investment strategy or portfolio. This report does not and shall not be 
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construed as providing any recommendations as to whether it is appropriate for any 

person or entity to “buy”, “sell” or “hold” a particular investment. 


